AGILE MINDSETS

A powerful tool for education transformation is hiding in the corporate world

Dr. Trace Pickering, Iowa BIG
Nate Adams, NewBoCo

XQ The Super School Project
Driving Deeper Learning with an Agile Mindset

Activity

Case study: Iowa BIG

Hello My Name Is

Introductions

Agile Mindset

MODERN AGILE

- Make People Awesome
- Experiment & Learn Rapidly
- Deliver Value Continuously
- Make Safety a Prerequisite

What next?
Dr. Trace Pickering

Executive Director: Iowa BIG
trace.pickering@iowabig.org
HELLO
MY NAME IS

Nate Adams

Agile Coach and Trainer: NewBoCo
nate@newbo.co
@psiberknetic

NEWBOCO
We're going to play a simple number guessing game.

(I'm going to need some volunteers)
Agile is a set of guiding principles around how we think about doing work.

Agile is **NOT** a methodology or concrete set of practices.

[modernagile.org](http://modernagile.org)
Make Safety a Prerequisite
Make People Awesome
Deliver Value Continuously
Experiment and Learn Rapidly
What is BIG?

MISSION

To unleash human potential
What is BIG?

PURPOSE

Iowa BIG exists to ensure learners* are:

- NURTURED to own their learning and identify their interests, passions, and strengths
- EXPOSED to authentic, contextualized, and organic learning
- IMMERSED in the larger community
- ENGAGED in personalized experiences and learning
- INSPIRED to create, solve ambiguous problems, and innovate
- OFFERED calculated risks to learn from failures and successes

* a “learner” is any human engaged with Iowa BIG, not simply a teenage “student”
What is BIG?

VALUES

Make people awesome and make safety a prerequisite

PURPOSE  HONESTY  RESPECT

RESPONSIBILITY  LEADERSHIP
What is BIG?

VALUES

Experiment and Learn Rapidly and Deliver Value Continuously

LEARNING  COMMUNITIES  CREATIVITY
What changes in staff and students when you embed Agile?
How does an Agile mindset help us attain our mission to "unleash human potential"?
Text "DEEPER" to 724665

To receive free, downloadable resources and tools from XQ and to hear stories of XQ schools

Trace and Nate want your feedback!

Please visit bit.ly/2ULN7uB and tell us what you thought of this workshop.